The Autism Center at the Child Mind Institute is looking for children between the ages of 5.5 and 11.9 years to participate in a study related to social communication skills in children with Autism Spectrum Disorder and/or Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder.

What does the study involve?
Up to three visits with the parent and child, including a psychoeducational evaluation and an MRI scan.

- **VISIT 1:** Cognitive and language testing, a diagnostic assessment, parent interview, and computer tasks
- **VISIT 2:** MRI scan
- **VISIT 3:** Academic testing, additional parent interview, and computer tasks

Families will receive a written summary report detailing the results of testing, a diagnosis if there is one, and treatment recommendations.

To learn more about the study, contact autism.center@childmind.org or call 646.681.8237 or 646.625.4414.